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a divine and mesmerising tale of deception, love, and trust, taare
zameen par offers a refreshingly different perspective into the life
of a young boy, played by irrfan khan, who is admitted to a special

school that is all about educating and providing better
opportunities for children that have not been able to receive a
good education due to lack of money, or resources. the movie

follows a couple of individuals who utilize this opportunity to heal
the heart of children like shomu, a street dancer, and maanvi, an
illegitimate child from a rich family, among others. suffering from

early age difficulties, shomu and maanvi believe they have nothing
to offer the world but the thing they are endowed with, a gift of
music. taare zameen par is a must watch! with an ensemble of
gifted actors from the world of bollywood, the dirty picture is

undoubtedly one of the best movies of 2010. in 2006, filmmaker
david o. russell ( the fighter, the american pie series) approached
bollywood actors with the idea of creating a film based on a true

story. the story, blood, tainted money, revolves around a group of
actresses and businessmen who get involved in shady dealings,
drug use, and thievery. the film was completed and released in

2010 as the dirty picture, where actors like shahrukh khan, deepika
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padukone, and amrita rao made the film one of the biggest hits of
the year. also starring sharman joshi, monica bedi, and aftab

shivdasani, the movie is highly recommended for its entertaining
storyline, witty humor, and its captivating cast.
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the theme of marriage, and the feminine roles and duties
associated with this, is a prominent one in hindi cinema. the bhakti

genre of hindi cinema is centred on the theme of devotion and
love. marriage in indian culture is considered a sacrament, and a

union between a man and a woman is regarded as the culmination
of this sacrament. in india, the idea of marriage is deeply ingrained
in their culture, and indian cinema is no exception. in a society that
is patriarchal and controlled by the male, the portrayal of women
in hindi cinema is marked by the subordination of their agency,

and their role as mothers, wives and daughters. in indian cinema, it
is not uncommon for female characters to be wives, mothers,

lovers, daughters and daughters-in-law. a feminist analysis of hindi
cinema has to take these two issues into account: the pervasive
representation of women as wives, mothers and daughters, and

the lack of agency of women in these roles. a south indian movie,
sundarangal petta is based on the love story of a brahmin girl from

a village called sundarangal, and a rich college student from
chennai. it follows the story of sundarangal girls pooja and kaveri,

who have been friends since childhood. when they meet at the
college, kaveri is working as a cleaner in the girls hostel, and pooja
is studying in the same college as a first year student. things take

a turn for the worse when pooja is befriended by a jaded and
alcoholic guy called siva, who is also in love with her. during a
week-long holiday at the beach, pooja goes into a trance and

foresees a future in which she becomes pregnant and marries siva,
much to the shock of kaveri. 5ec8ef588b
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